No Such Thing As Perfect

College was supposed to be perfect. She
was supposed to be perfect. For Lily
Drummond, life is about following the
rules. To be specific, her mothers rules.
College fit into the plan maintain perfect
grades, date the perfect guy, and live the
perfect life. On her own, though, Lily
realizes that she doesnt actually have a
plan. Without being told what to think and
do, she keeps making mistakes. Away
from home, the perfect facade is beginning
to shatter. When Lily herself starts to
break, its the support of an unlikely friend
that teaches her how much of a lie perfect
really is and how to be whole on her own
terms.

- 1 min - Uploaded by Hunter WallenWhen I was first born, I didnt know how to walk cause I was a stupid baby. But
now, I know Vince Lombardi Quote: Theres no such thing as Perfection. But, in striving for perfection, we can achieve
excellence. Perfectionism is self-destructive simply because there is no such thing as perfect. Perfection is an
unattainable goal. Additionally, perfectionismPerfection does not exist. After years of trying to be perfect, never quite
nailing it, and wondering why, I have concluded that there is no such thing. Chasing Just So You Know, Theres No
Such Thing As The Perfect Body This is a topic I have wanted to write about for quite some time now, but everyThere
are no perfect ideas, perfect processes, or perfect businesses. I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but there is no such
thing as a perfect idea. There areNo, everything is flawed in a way. Mother Nature, who is a damn sadist by the way,
will always conspire in order to flaw an otherwise seemingly perfect thing. - 6 min - Uploaded by MarandaMadison
Hollerans perfect images on Instagram hid the reality of her struggle with mental illness. - 2 min - Uploaded by
Williams Jet TendersWhen developing new product for our range, we listen to the valued opinions of the people who
There is no such thing as a perfect parent so just be a real one. Sue Atkins. Without a doubt the hardest job on the planet
is that of being a What I consider perfect may be less then perfect (or even crap) to you and vice versa. Thats the rub.
There really is no such thing as perfection.But the more interesting parts of life get, the more the idea of perfection
becomes problematic. Which is better: a flawless musical performance with no passion,I believe no is entirely perfect
but I believe that they are those who are more fortunate, and luckier than those around them. They are people who have
amazing Society has poured a belief into our minds that there is such thing as a perfect love, but, in reality, love is never
perfect.NO! THEY DO EXIST! And his name is Evan Ricamara. - Disclaimer: Im not the guy in the picture, although
we do have similarities such as our fondnessSee more Nobodys Perf- images on Know Your Meme!
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